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Abstract 
As a continuation of the work on linear maps between operator algebras which 
preserve certain subsets of operators with finite rank. or finite corank. here we consider 
the problem inbetween. that is. we treat the question of preserving operators with in- 
finite rank and infinite corank. Since. as it turns out. in this generality our preservers 
cannot be written in a nice form what we have got used to when dealing with linear 
preserver problems, hence we restrict our attention to cxxtain important classes of 
operators like idemuotents, or projections. or partial isometrics. We conclude the paper 
with a result on the form of linear maps which preserve the Ieft ideals m S(H). @ 1999 
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Linear preserver problems represent one of the most active research topics in 
matrix thewy (see tile survey paper [S]). In the last decade considerable 
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attention has been also paid to similar questions in in~nite-dimension, that is, 
to linear preserver problems on operator algebras (see the survey paper [2]). In 
both cases, the problem is to characterize those linear maps on the algebra in 
question which leave invariant a given subset, or relation, or function. One of 
the most important such questions concerns the rank. This is because in many 
cases preserver problems can be reduced to the problem of rank preservers. 
Therefore, it is not surprising that a lot of work has been done on such pre- 
servers {see, for example, Refs. [l&S] for the unite-dimensional case and Refs. 
[7,113 for the in~nite~imensional ease as well as the references therein). In our 
recent paper [6], we considered, among other things, tbe very similar problem 
of corank preservers which deserves attention, of course, only in the infinite- 
dimensional case. If H is a (complex) in~nite-dimensional Hilbert space, denote 
by B(H) the alg ra of all bounded linear operators acting on N. The result 
{Theorem 3 of Ref. [6]) reads as follows. Let # : B(H) - B(H) be a bijective 
linear map which is weakly continuous on norm bounded sets. If (B preserves 
the corank-k operators in both directions, then there exist invertible operators 
A, .B E B(H) such that Q, is of the form 4(T) = A7B (7’ E B(H)). 
Now, it seems to’ be a natural question to consider the problem of such 
preservers which are “inbetween” rank preservers and corank preservers. that 
is, to determine those linear maps which preserve the operators with infinite 
rank and infinite corank. We say that an operator A E B(H) has infinite rank 
and infinite co.rank if the (Hilbert space) dimensions of nig and m’ are 
both infinite.. Here, rng A stands for the range of A. We consider separable 
Hilbert spaces since in this case there is only one sort of infhtite dimension. 
unfortunately, the preservers above do not have such a nice form which we 
have got used to when dealing with linear preserver problems. Namely, there 
exist preservers of the above kind which cannot be expressed in terms of 
multipli~tions by fixed operators and, possibly, by transposition. To see this, 
let # : B(H) - B(N) be a linear map with norm less than i whose range 
consists of finite rank operators. Then it follows from a basic Banach algebra 
fact that the linear map 4 defined by 
#P? = T - JIV) (T E ~(~~~, 
is a bijection of B(M) onto itself, and it is easy to check that # preserves the 
operators ~thji~~nite rank and infinite corank in both directions (observe that 
this map preserves the Fredholm index as well which preserver problem might 
also seem to be natural after discussing corank preservers). So, in order to 
have one of the desired nice forms for our preservers we should somehow 
modify the problem by, for example, restricting the set of operators with in- 
finite rank and infinite corank which we want preserve. This is exactly what we 
are doing here considering the im~rtant sets of idempotents, projections and 
partial isometries, respectively. In the Sast result of the paper we describe the 
linear bijections of B(H) which preserve the left ideals in both directions. As it 
will be clear from the proof, this problem is also connected with the probk?m of 
rank preservers. 
Let us fix the concepts and notation that we shall use ~hrou~out. By a 
projectlon we mean a self-adjoint idempotent in B(H). An element W E B(H) is 
called a partial isometry if it is an isometry on a closed subspace of W and 0 on 
its orthogonal complement. Algebraically, W can be characterized by the 
equation FYCY’ W = CY. We say that tbc operators A, S E B(H) are o~hogun~ 
to each other if A”B = AB’ = 0. This means that the ranges of A and B as well 
as the orthogonal complements of their kernels are orthogonal to each other. If 
X,-V E H, then x ~3 y denotes the operator defined by (x i& y)z = (z,y}x (z E H). 
in what follows F(W) stands for the idea1 of all finite rank operators in ~(~~. 
We begin with the description of all linear bijections # of B(H) which 
preserve the partial isometries of infinite rank and infinite corank in both di- 
rections (this means that CY is a partial isometry with infinite rank and infinite 
corank if and only if so is &(.4)). 
or of the form 
C$(T) = ulv (T f B(N)). 
respect to an urhitrur~ but jixed 
In the proof we shall use the following two auxiliary results. 
Proof. Denote Q = Is’. Since SF and T*T are projections, we compute 
SS’=ST”SS’iT =Q”(SS)Q<Q’Q=S(T’T)S’&%Y. 
This implies Q”Q = Ss”. In particular, we obtain f[Qll< f (in fact, the 
Q is either 0 or 1). But Q is an idempotent. Indeed, we have 
norzn of 
So, Q is a con&active idempotent. It is easy to see that this implies that Q is a 
self-adjoint idempotent, that is, a grojrx;tion. To verify this, pick arbitrary el- 
ements x E ker Q and y E rng Q. Then we have 
Ilvll’ G IIW +v1i2 (cr E 0 
An elementary argument shows that this implies that x _I_ y. Hence the kernel 
and the range of Q are orthogonai to each other and this verifies that Q is a 
projection. Now, from frQ = SS we obtain Q = Ss’. Therefore, ?Y = SS 
and, as SS’ is the projection onto rng S, it follows that the range of S is in- 
cluded in that of T. Since TT” is the projection onto rng T, we have TTS = S. 
Similarly, from the equality s” = s”15’ one c”&n deduce T* ES = s’ which is 
equivahmt to SPT = S. Cl 
The operator T f i.9 
on& if T and S me 
Proof. Suppose first that 
(T + IS)(T + iS)‘(T + 2) = T f 23 
holds for every iL E @ with 1j.i = 1. Using the fact ?hat T,S arts partial isome- 
tries, one can conclude that 
Since this is valid for every K E C of modulus 1, choosing the papillar values 
L = 1, - 1. i, -i. it is easy to deduce that 
sT”s = 0. 01 
T[%‘S+ST”T=O. (2) 
IS'T=O. (3) 
SST+IS'S=O. (41 
multiplying Eq. (2) by T* from the left and taking Eq. (3) into account, we 
obtain T*S = 0. Similarly, mu~tipIying Eq. (4) by s” from the right and taking 
Eq. (1) into account, we have Is = 0. So, T and S are orthogonaI. As for the 
reverse implication, if T. S are mutually o~hogonal partial isometrics, then it is 
just a simple maculation that T + JS is a partial isometry for every 1 f C of 
rn~uj~ 11. El 
Proofof 1. Let (x’l ,...,.Q} cWand{yt . ..*.Yk) c ~~twosys~s~f 
pairwise nal im that nk 
partial isometry R = is also ry* 
Let (4~~) be an art in the Of 
Gh . . . . _ xk) w~j~~ geucmtes a ciosed s&spaee of infinite c~ime~sion. Similar- 
ly. Iet &) be an orthonorsnal sequence in (~1,. . . .yh)“. Denote U = x, e, @J& 
and let V = U -I- R. Ctearly. U and V are partial iscxnetries of infitllte rank and 
infinite coraak. Moreover, for ‘every i E C of modulus I, the operator 
= (V - U) + Xl is abn a ~~~ja~ isometry of infinite rank and in~nite 
Therefore, d(V) + +-J. - 1 )+(!Y) is a partial isometry for every i E C 
= 1.. T&s mars that with the notation V’ = q%(v). U’ = Cp(C) we have 
(V’ + (A - I)U’)(V’ + fj. - l)U’~*~V’~ (A - I)!.?) = (V’i (k - X)U’) 
nf modulus I. Pe~o~~~~g rhc 
, il wi!h operasor ~~~je~ts whi 
the comr;Zex plane. Just as in the pro0 
alues ic = 1. -i,i. -i we find that the 
nomiai in question are all 0. Therefore. we have 
- U’ f U’V#‘U’ = 0, tsi 
2&r’ + V’s”’ u’ f U’V”’ V’ _ U’fj” V’ - 2c;‘k”” U’ - VfU”UP = 0, (61 
where the left hand sides sf Eqs. [S)_(S) are the co&cie& of 4?, E,, 2 and 1. 
respectively, From Eqs. (5) and (61 we deduce 
V’ vr 42’ j- U’ v” V’ =: U’U’V’ .+ VfU"f_J'. (9) 
We prove that 4(R) = V’ - U’ is a Partial isometry. Indeed, we compute 
- U’V” V’ + U’U” y’ + U’VP t”’ + V’Uf U’* w 
From Eq. (9) we know that 
so, we have to show that V’ - U’ - V’Up Vt + Uf V” U’ = V’ - U’. By Eq. (5) 
we have IINV”U’ = U’. If ~%YikS ta verify that V’U’ V’ = Uf. FrNrt 
<and (9) we in.fer that 
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By Lemma 1 it follows that c/‘VU’ = U’ and U’V” V” = U’. Now, Eq. f Ii) 
gives r4.F Y# = II’. Con~quen~~y. the right band-side of the Eq. Q i0) is equal 
to vi - U’ which verifies that (B(R) is a partial isometry. 
We next prove that has Finite rack. By the preserver property of # it is 
suffic~nt to prove tha ) has i~~njte corank. We have seen that for every 
i E @ of modulus I, the oyster R + iiU is a partiaf isometry of i~~n~te rank 
and infinite corank. This impS~ that for Ji’ = $(R), the operator R’ + XI is a 
partial isomerry tor @very I t: @ with /iI = 1 a Aticording to imnmd 2, we oh- 
tain that R and U’ are orthogonal to each other. Since the rarge of U’ is in- 
~nit~i~nsional~ it follows th a t ff is of infinite &rank which implies that 8” is 
a finite rank partial ~sometry. 
We next prove that 6, preserves the partiai isometries in general, Ta, see this, 
Let W be a partial isometry. If it is of finite rank, then there is now nothing 
to prove. So, 9et W be of infinite rank. fn that case we have an ort~~~al 
sequence (FQ of partial isometries of infinite rank and lignite corank 
whose sum is Iwr. By the preserver property of (f, it foitows that #he opera- 
tors A, = (~~ - xzl: #~~~ = &,(W - c;r”l WR) and B, = x;zi Q( 
#(~~~~ J&} are ~rt~~ isometries. Because of the same reason. A, + i& is a 
partial ~~~~t~ for every 2, E 6: of modulus 1. By Lemma 2 this implies that A, 
and B,, are orthogonal to each other. The statement (Ref. [lo], Lemma 1.3) tells 
us that the series of pairwise orthogonal partial isometries is convergent in the 
strong operator topology and its sum is also a partial isometry. Consider the 
operators A = #(W) - x8 4( r&) and B = En Cp( @k). By the just mentioned 
result x ~(~~~~ is strongly convergent as well, and x, +9( F,)” = B”. We then 
4(W)* - En e%( W,)” = A”. Since A, and B, are o~hog~nai for evety 
it is now easy to verify that A is orthogonal to B. The operator B is a 
partial isometry. As for A, we know that (A,) strongly converges to A and, as 
we have seen, (A;) strongly converges to A”. It is well-known that the muhi- 
pliition is strongly continuous on the norm-~uuded subsets of B(H). Con- 
sequently, we infer that @,A:) strongly converges to AA” and then that 
(A~~A~~ strongly converges to AA’A. Since A, is a partial isometry for every n, 
we obtain that A is also a partiai isometry. Now. since ~(~) is the sum of the 
mutually orthogonal partiat isometries A and B, it follows that ~(~} is a 
partial isometry as well. We have assumed that #-’ has the same preserver 
properties as 4. Therefore, Cp preserves the partial isometries in both directions- 
Suppose that W is a rnaxi~~ partial isometry, that is, suppose that W is a 
partial isometry and there is no nonzero partial isometry which is orthogonal 
to W. if V E B(H) is a nonzero partial isometry which is orthogonal to ~~~~, 
then V -+ i;Qi( W) is a partial isometry for every i. E @ with Ii-1 = 1. This gives us 
that 4”‘(V) + i.W is also a partial isometry for every i f C of modulus I. By 
Lemma 2 this results in the o~hogonality ot’ #-l(V) and w which is a 
there ~X&S a *-hui~omo~h~sm t,& : ~~~) - - ~~~~ such that 
Q(T) = ~~(~) CT E B(N)) 
or there exists a *-a~tihornorn~~~~.~~rn 9 : B(H) -3 R(M) such that 
i$(T-) = ~~‘~T) (T E B(lp,H. 
Since our map 4 is bijective, the same must hold for the corr~~nd~~g mo- 
rphism 3/ or t,b’ above. Now, referring to folk results on the form of *-auto- 
mo~hisms and *-a~~~~tomorph~srns of B(W), we con~~ad~ the prooE 0 
We coatings with a result of the same spirit on ~~~~t~at pr~:~~ers~ 
Cp(T) = AprA--’ (T E B(H)). 
In the proof we shalt use the fo~~ow~ag lemma which is 
and is included here only for the sake of completeness, 
we!! known 
Proof. It fi~lfaws from elementary aigebraic computations. III 
Pmifof 2. if P, Q E Racy are i~rn~t~ts. then 
IQ = QP = P. Clearly, this is ~uivaIent to the condition that rng 
and ker Q C ker P. Let us say that an idempotent P E B(H) is regular if 
infinite rank and infinite: corank. We prove that for any two 
~m~tents P, Q we have P 6 Q if and only if for every reguiar 
R E B(N), if Q-t R is a qtsfar idem~tent, then so is P + R. 
almost evident. To the su#IZeucy suppcrse first that mg P g mg Q. Let x E N 
be such that Ar = x and Qx # x. Choose a regular idempotent R < I - Q for 
which Q + R is a regular idempotent and Rr # 0 (observe that (I - Q)x # 0). 
Since P +R is an idempotent, we have PR = RP = 0. It follows that 
0 = RI?r = Rx which is a contradiction. Hence, we have mg P E mg Q. The 
relation ker Q C ker P can be proved in a similar manner, Using the above 
characterization and the preserver property of #, we obtain that 4 preserves 
the relation 6 between regular idem~tents. Now, if R is a finite rank 
idempotent, then R can be written in the form R = Q - P with some reguhx 
ts P < Q. Since 4(P) < (p(Q). it follows that q!@) = 
mpotent. We prove that #b(R) is of finite rank. Cho 
idempotent P with R < P, it follows that P - R is a regular idempotent and 
hence 4(P) - I is also an ~d~~teut. By Lemma 3(ii) this jrn~~~~ that 
&RI < d(P). If 4(I?) is not of finite rank, t&n it is regular which irnp~~~ “Ihat R 
is also regular and this is a ~nt~~d~~tion. Therefore, using the preserver 
properties of cf, and 4-l we obtain that # preserves the finite rank idempotents 
in both directions. it is now easy to see that 0 is a linear bijection of F(N) onto 
itself. By Lemma 3(i)* ftx uny ide ents R, R” E F(H) we have RR’ = R’R = 0 
if and only if ~~R)~(R’) = (P(R’) = 0. Using this property it is easy to 
verify that 4 preserves the rank-one ~dem~tents in both directions. By (Ref. 
11 I], Theorem 4.4) we infer that there is an invertible b~~uud~~ 1inett.r operator 
A E B(N) such that d, is either of the form 
(P(T)=AT,P (TEF(ff)) 
or of the form 
f/t(T) = AT”44- (T E F(H)). 
Without loss of ge~e~~jty we may assume that 4 is of the first form and then 
that A = 1. We intend to she= ahat +[I”) = T (T E B(H)). Let P E B(W) be a 
regular idempotent. if R is any finite rank idempotent with R < P, then just as 
above, we obtain R = (P(R) < C+(P). Since R Q P was arbitrary, it now follows 
that P 6 QifP). Since 4-r has the same preserver property as #F, it follows that 
P < qb-’ (P). But q5 preserves the order between the . Hence, 
we have #(P) 6 P. Therefore, &(P) = P for every P. Since 
every idempotent of finite corank is the sum of two regular ~dem~otents, we 
obtain that 4(P) = P holds for every idempotent P E B(H). Since every ele- 
ment of B(W) is a finite linear combination of projections (Ref. [4], Theorem 2), 
we conchade that #(T) = T is valid for every T E B(H). This completes the 
proof. Cl 
In a similar 
preservers. 
fashion one can verify the foilowing result concerning projection 
  
gqx $9 y) = .& & By (I, .8’ E H) rrz) 
cw of the form 
#~~~~) =A,v@& (X+2 ff). 
Since \g, is left ideal preservin &RT second ~ssi~i~~~ a!~?ve obvion& cannut 
occur. 
We prove ahat +fd) is jnve~ib~e. First we note the fo~owi~g. It is true in any 
algebra with unit that an eiement fails to have a left inverse if and an& if tbis 
element is included in a maximal left ideal @shalt that every proper kft ideaf is 
included in a maximal left ideal). Therefore, (b preserves the 143 i~ve~jb~e el- 
ements of B(H) in both directions. We It that an operatog J” in 8(H) is left 
invertible if and only if S is injective and 5 has closed range, Now. let x,y E H 
be a~it~~ nonmro vectors. Let K f @. By Fredholm a~te~ative x 8 y - 24 is 
injective if and only if it is surjective. This gives us that x @3y - iJ is left inv- 
ertibie if and oniy if it is invertible. Since the spectrum of any element i& B(H) 
is nonempty, we infer that there is a i E @ for which x @_v - IJ is not left 
invertible. Suppose that x @ y is not quasinilpotent, that is, {x. y} # 0. Then the 
scalar i. above can be chosen to be nonzero. It follows that AX @ By - A+(Z) is 
not left invertible, On the other hand, (b(Z) is left invertible and hence it is a left 
Fredholm operator (see Ref. [3], Definition 2.3.. p. 356). But any compact 
perturbation of a left Fredhoim operator has closed range (Ref. E3], Theorem 
2.5.. p. 356). So, the operator AX @ By - A#fr) is not left inverribfe but it has 
eked range. Therefore, this operator is not injective, that is, there exists a 
nonzero vector z E N such that k#@)z = (2. B_Y}Ax. Clearly, this implies that 
.4x E rng 4(r). Since x E N was arbitrary, we conclude that H = rng A C: (b;(I) 
which means that #(I) is surjective. This gives us that 4(Z) is invertible. 
We next show that the linear operators A, tz in ( 12) are bounded. Let 
xty E H. We have seen above that x @ y - iJ is not left invertible if and only if 
i. E s(xx8y). where of.) denotes the spectrum. Similarly, by Fredholm alter- 
native again, ~(Z~-i(~x @ By - i#(Z)) is not left invertible if and only if 
j. E ~~~~~)-I~,~~ By), Since QI preserves the left invertible operators in both 
directions, we obtain 
By the spectral radius formula we have 
](x,y}f = I(#(l)--‘A.~&)] (.r,_v E H). 
Now, an easy application of the closed graph theorem shows that ‘4,B are 
continuous. 
Evidently, we may suppose without any loss of generality that A = R = I. 
Let S E B(H) be invertible and write C = 4(S). We claim that C = S. Let x E H 
be an arbitrary unit vector. Then S(I - i..v @x) has a left inverse if and only if 
i. # 1. Consequently, the operator C -- i& s$? I is injective for every d # 1 and 
for every unit vector x E H. Let z E H be a nonzero vector. Let y = S-tC. 
which is also nonzero since C = &S) is left invertible. If {~,y} # 0, then 
choosing i. = I]#/{-_.y) we see that 
Since z is nonzero, we deduce ic = I which means Ily/’ = (:.y}. Therefore, for 
every nonzero vector z E H we have two possibilities. Either (zS-~CZ} = 0 or 
{S%I’Z,S-~CZ) = (r.S-‘C:). Clearly, the set of all nonzero vectors satisfying 
the first equality as -well as the set of those ones which satisfy the second 
equality are both closed in N \ (0). Since H \ (0) is a connected set, we infer 
that either 
{z,S-“CZ) = 0 (z E H) 
or 
(s-‘c%,s-‘c%) = (z.S-‘Cz) (z E H). 
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The first possibility would imply that S-‘C = 0. Therefore, we have the second 
one which can be reformulated as (S-‘C)*(S-JC) = S-‘C. This shows that 
S- *C is a projection. But, on the other hand, it is left invertible, and hence we 
have S-“C = / which results in Cp(S) = C = S. Since B(H) is linearly generated 
by the set of all invertible operators, it foIloR% that # is the identity on B(H). 
This completes the proof. LI 
It is easy to see that in the proof above we used only the preservation of two 
extreme kinds of left ideals, nameiy, that of the minimal ones and that of the 
maximal ones. Preserving minimal left ideals is connected with the problem of 
rank preservers. On the other hand, preserving maximal Ieft ideals is connected 
with the problem of left inve~i~lity preservers. Because of the great interest in 
linear maps preserving invertibility in one direction, or in both directions, it 
might be interesting to consider the “‘one-sided”” analogues of those problems. 
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